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I'am going down fast, but I plan to last
Urmas Sõõrumaa,
This letter is published on www.nlfschool.com/workbook.html.
2 years ago you were hardly on the Web.
Today I refer to your video, accepting that you don't want to be in the media as a VIP for
fanmail.
But its
•
•
•
•
•
•

time for some EQ-talk, sir....
You own half Estonia.
Complain about the local entrepreneurship-mentality.
Advice EE-entrepreneurs to take their investments abroad.
And ... your video is spoken in Esti...
You do not ignore my ICC-case, but work around it.
EE-parliament & businessmen are annoyed because of you. Provocation!
What do you think? I'll survive this crisis, so everybody who goes bankrupt can leave!?

If you give up...
'How on Earth can I survive my ICC-case – make parliaments & people work with NLFs - ,
so you can expand Good-practices in Estonia .... & ...abroad'?
Some contradiction here!
You may not give up on Estonia, because I want you to own that country!

I need you... perhaps even more than you realize....
•

As a woman of 44 years old I am having a very difficult time, now my life is lost.
Powerful people keep me poor & lawless for their individual economical reasons.
It are those reasons that cause crisis on Earth, next to wars.
Wars are only stopped with weapons, not with courtsystems.
I say lost, because I was 36 when I divorced and made plans 'to restart life'.
Being sabotaged & mentally tortured in every possible way, I have to undergo the
criminal chaos in NL...&...ICC.
It hurts like hel, when you discover that 17 million
people are against you...and will stay against you for their lazyness.
As if being lazy & living without Evolution is the most important thing on Earth!
As a mother I am living on a complicated timeline.
I have worked so hard to survive my own horrifying youth...and because I am a smartpsychology-survivor I am being blocked, tortured...and ignored in case of Justice.
Can't educate my children in the way I want to educate them!
Being forced - by government & justice - 'to be a bad mother in segregation', I have to
watch some painful behavior in my kids.
Poverty breaks the Evolution & Evaluation in kids completely down!
My daughter cries 'because there's nothing she can do'= we are too poor to participate
in community-life. When kids have No nice family 'one can drop death', overhere.
My son was born with minor-Autism...and I have to work very hard in a role of
therapist-mother, to make sure that he will not grow into a major Autist/Border-liner.
NL-powerful-people grow criminals as others grow herbs & vegatables.

I know for sure that our school-system enhances painful modern mental-conditions in
kids. Think: Fear for failure + lack of ambition + superfluous dyslexia in kids + No
trust in mankind anymore, because nobody wants to help build a better standard for
living + smart-thinking for which they are being punished by lazy teachers + No
believe in science, because most parents never learned to live in science +++++ more
community-violence while our police is more corrupt & retarded than they have ever
been before ++++
Fortunately, I have a good therapist for my son. At least in 2008/2009.
Expenses-claim-rules in our healtcare-system, make me believe that this therapist
'doesn't get payed anymore', but he refuses to tell me...
•

I can't explain 'how sick I feel due to the enforced lifestyle on me in NL'.
Gods & Goddeses have given me the asignment to put EQ into words and build social
healty entrepreneurship for Young Adults...but how can I succeed when nobody wants
to comprehend the impact of my acts?
O, things are changing...
Some CEOs & boardmembers quit their jobs when they discover my ICC-case and
understand 'how they are being misguided & misused as a cover for dictators-crimes by
our MPs'. They disapper from Earth, because they don't want to support official
dictators and war-crimes taking place within ICC.
But they don't step forward to work with me for solid NLFs!
Meaning: All good entrepreneurs – who can make a difference - turn against NL &
parliament = more brainless facism in parliament after the next Elections.
Or, powerful people only want to steal from me with sick agressive competition!
Its difficult for me to live with the knowledge 'that Earth is better of if
civilization only would help me turn ICC into a fair courtsystem'.

Last night
The Galaxy gave me acces to people's brain - elsewhere on Earth – who already know 'how to
make a system work without power'. I still have their faces on my mind, plus the conviction
that they have shown me something I can do myself, but I can't remember the words.
Is always the same!
I do get all the EQ-moods I need, finding words for this location in EU is my task.
There was something creepy about it; I must proceed more in psychopatic-rituals, where I
normally stop & move on to Love.
O my God, I already know a lot about Hatred. Why do I have to stay in Hatred for a longer
period of time? I hate it!
Urmas, you were not one of the faces. But do you know, what I need to do?
Not to a full extent.... You send EE-entrepreneurs abroad!
You must Evolute & Evaluate
You must open a website on which you explain what Estonia, mainly Young Adults must do in
order to survive on Earth. In Esti & English. EE-media is too childisch.
You don't have to add an address or email-address. Its your new taks to share something of
you body-soul-spirit on the Web for the Future; give away knowledge for free to overcome
lazyness and lack of education. [Your book in PDF on the Web can't be opened here? Is it your
book; do you know that its unreadable?]
This letter is sent by mail.
Have a life in my EQ-moods,
desiree stokkel

